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6. Purchasing Interactive Projectors for
(Taybeh – Bir Zeit – Aboud – Ain Arik – Jifna – Ramallah –

Beit Jala – Beit Ashour) LP Schools
– GA 334/22 –

Background
Most of the Latin Patriarchate schools in Palestine were established in the nineteenth century as 
an extension of the Church’s spiritual effort to educate and provide proper Christian teaching for 
future generations. A recent needs assessment carried out in various schools, revealed that some 
schools lacked modern equipment that are essential to learning. New trends in teaching and learning 
were considered in the assessment along with technology advances and lessons learned over the 
history of LP schools’ education programme. These educational needs and specifications have been 
developed to permit teachers, staff and students an opportunity to experience a 21st century state of 
the art educational program within a 21st century facility.
Over the last few years, teaching has evolved faster than ever before. Instead of relying on the 
traditional methods of teaching, new models have been employed to attract students’ attention and 
promote interaction. According to studies, interactive technology in the classroom has a positive 
effect, as it captures students’ attention and makes learning more active. Meanwhile, more and 
more students are seeing interactive teaching systems as instructive devices and useful sources of 
information. Given these undeniable benefits, educators now recognize that interactive learning is 
the future of education.

Project Description
The LPJ realizes the importance of interactive learning, thus came the decision to purchase 28 
interactive projectors with all the required accessories, for 8 LP schools to provide teachers with a 
tool that supports interactive learning and offers a place where students work together and interact 
with educational contents. The projectors can serve as an instant interactive interface allowing 
teachers and students to work as teams.
Through the new interactive projectors, new learning experiences can occur, as they allow the 
teacher to interact with students better, to use a multimodal form of teaching and provide more 
entertaining ways to teach and get their lesson objectives and facts across.
The interactive projectors will be purchased with their associated accessories and connections and 
installed in all the targeted schools. Using the interactive projectors doesn’t require any training, as 
they are user-friendly and easy to move around.

Beneficiaries
The direct beneficiaries of this project are the targeted LP school teachers and students (3,115 students).

Approximate Cost Estimate

No. Items Price per unit Quantity Total USD

1 Interactive Projectors Epson 680 Wi  $2,465 28 $69,020 

GrandTotal $69,020

Project Duration: 4 months


